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Case Study – Abaco  

Background 

• In Germany, Abaco is the leading independent aftersales automotive service provider to consumers and B2B 
with 646 branches including neighbouring parts of northern Europe such as the Netherlands and Belgium. 

• In FY13 Abaco generated a loss of c.€0.5bn from total revenues of c.€1.1bn. 
• Abaco operates in two main channels to market: 

− Consumer (split into consumer services and shop/e-commerce) 
• Represents sales generated from repairs and servicing (inc. parts) – c.63% of revenue 
• Shop/e-commerce represents sales generated from product sales such as tyres sold in 

branches and over the internet – c.20% of revenue 
− B2B (predominantly recycling and trading of car fleet services) – c.17% of revenue 

 
Ownership and domicile 

• Abaco was acquired by Exuma Holdings LLC  in 2004 for €1.45bn and in the subsequent years its 
development can be summarised by three distinct phases: 

− Expansion: from FY04 to FY07 the number of branches grew from 449 to 603 
− “Back to the roots”: restructuring and cost-cutting measures were implemented in reaction to the 

economic downturn 
− “Meister Program”: exploration of further sales opportunities (including e-commerce, windscreens 

and further B2B business) 
• More recently, significant secondary trading of Abaco’s senior debt has resulted in a large distressed investor 

(Cable Investments LLC) owning more than 50% of the senior debt 
• Despite substantially all of Abaco operating out of Germany, it can be considered to be subject to several 

jurisdictions due to its international financing structure: 
− The Group’s key entities are domiciled in Germany   
− The bond documentation is governed by New York law 
− The inter-creditor agreement is governed by English law 

 
Financial Background 
P&L 

• Abaco reported turnover of €1.16bn for the financial year ended 30 June 2013 compared with €1.25bn in the 
previous 12 months.  

• Abaco has been loss-making for the majority of Exuma Holdings’  ownership with an equity injection of 
c.€140m needed in 200 to keep the business afloat.  More recent lower activity has been driven by 
unfavourable weather conditions and lower customer throughput in branches in general.  This has been only 
partially offset by growth in the e-commerce sector which has itself come under pressure from competition for 
market share. 

• Abaco has achieved some loss mitigation through cost-cutting measures but overall, the large fixed cost base 
has translated decreasing sales into increasing losses on the bottom line. 

 
Balance Sheet 

• As a servicing company Abaco is a relatively asset light business with the majority of its premises occupied on 
a leasehold basis.  Historically large fixed asset balances have been dominated by goodwill from the 2004 
acquisition by Exuma Holdings.  This has been written down more recently to reflect the impairment to the 
brand from poor customer feedback and a lack of investment in up to date technology and training. 

• Financial debt is significant, including senior loans of (€600m notional) and an RCF of a further €45m (close 
to fully drawn).  

• Following Cable Investments’ acquisition of a large proportion of senior debt, they have injected a further 
c.€25m as an interim facility to stabilise Abaco’s short term liquidity and provide headroom whilst a financial 
restructuring can be completed. 
 

Historical background and recent developments 
 

• The management team has recently been shaken up with the previous CEO displaced 
• Cable Investments  has gained a reputation recently in Europe for adopting a “loan to own” strategy – buying 

senior debt to take control, restructuring to equity and funding operational turnaround.  It can be assumed 
that this is their aim in this circumstance. 



 
• Several key trends have recently impacted the performance of Abaco 

− Decreasing service and inspection frequencies of modern cars 
− Aggressive competition from OEMs looking to retain the servicing of older cars through extended 

warranties and other offers 
− Recent mild winters resulting in lower throughput of customers seeking tyre changes and other 

servicing whilst in the garage 
− Recent quality control issues resulting in a brand impact 
− A large fixed cost base including financing costs, rent on premises and personnel costs 
− High staff turnover and low morale amongst staff 
− A confused recent strategic direction resulting in Abaco being squeezed from all directions by 

competitors resulting in a decreasing market share 
− Ongoing losses challenging group liquidity and increasingly dominating management focus 

 

Questions 

• What are the key issues faced by Abaco and what is the order of priority? 
• What is the stakeholder landscape?   
• Amongst this, who are the key players and what are their respective motivations?   

 
 

 

Competitive backdrop 
• The German aftersales market is extremely competitive and fragmented.  Abaco can be classified as a “fast 

fitter” offering a selected range of (the more basic) services to a broad range of car brands. 
• Abaco faces aggressive competition from OEMs (who are expanding their target group from new cars to 

moderately old models) and independent workshops (joining broader service groups and expanding their 
target focus from the oldest models to include moderately old cars).  In addition, the penetration of online 
sales threatens to impact Abaco’s growing e-commerce business as the independent workshops (in particular) 
grow more technically able and take advantage of relatively low barriers to entry. 

• Customer perceptions rank Abaco ahead of OEMs on price-performance ratios and service speed / 
convenience.  However, more recent poor service records and the growing complexity of modern cars results 
in Abaco still having substantial room for improvement on customer satisfaction. 

 
Opportunities for growth 

• Notwithstanding the competitive marketplace in which Abaco operates – there remain growth opportunities 
for the business – mainly in relation to testing, inspections and repair.  Although this work can be highly 
complex (particularly for newer cars) and require specialist equipment/training, the margins achieved can be 
high and the combination of competitive price and speed of service are a very attractive proposition to 
consumers, particularly where service can be offered within 1-3 days of initial contact (compared with 2-3 
weeks for OEMs). 

• A key element of the German car market is the requirement for winter tyres in snowy or icy conditions.  
Between October and Easter, much of Germany can be subjected to prolonged low temperatures and insurers 
are increasingly unlikely to pay out in the event of an accident where winter tyres have not been fitted.  As a 
result, recent years have seen significant growth in the sale of winter tyres, as well as growth in other aspects 
of servicing as customers take advantage of other service offerings whilst attending a workshop to have tyres 
fitted/switched. 

  



Selected information (Strategic): 

Extract from BCG review: The European Automotive Aftermarket Landscape (2012) 

“Introduction 

Since June 19, 2011, the automobile industry in Europe has been subject to EU Regulation 566/2011, according to 
which manufacturers are obligated to release electronic data enabling the exact identification of replacement parts for 
vehicles.  This will further strengthen the position of independent service providers in the after-market sector, a sector 
that includes automotive services, parts and the maintenance business.  In the future, independent operators will this 
have the same access to electronic repair and diagnostic information enjoyed by authorized repair shops. 

…The goal is to create a competitive landscape in Europe in which independent repair shops and authorized repair 
shops compete to serve different customer needs and segments.  The idea is to strengthen the customer’s position and 
to encourage intense competition on all levels of the repair and parts value chain. 

So far, the Commission seems to have been successful in realizing this goal: Independent service providers have in 
recent years further expanded their parts and service businesses at the expense of OEM; traditional authorized repair 
shops are experiencing (price) pressure from large independent service providers; and in the meantime, non-
traditional players have also entered the market: Insurers, fleet operators, and leasing firms have long since begun to 
strike exclusive agreements with independent repair shops, effectively lowering their costs and channelling customers 
to contractually agreed independent service providers. 

…On the retail level, independent service providers can be broken down into three types of repair shops: (1) franchises 
that offer a full range ofservices and are part of a dealer network or franchise system; (2) automotive centers and “fast 
fitters,” i.e., repair shops with standardized and often limited service offers that frequently include parts retail; and 
finally, (3) small, “corner” repair shops that offer the full range of services and function completely independently.” 

 

 

 

 



Extract from Roland Berger Automotive Insights Magazine (Feb 2013) 

 

“The car industry has entered a fierce but hitherto largely unnoticed race to win the maintenance, repair and parts 
business.  Bosch, the world’s biggest automotive supplier, took over US shop equipment provider SPX Service 
Solutions for more than USD 1 billion, while competitor Continental laid its hands on British diagnostics specialist 
Omitec, and PV Automotive bought pitstop, the German repair shop chain. 

The aftersales market is a safe haven with strong margins for suppliers and independent repair shop chains, and also 
the OEMs.  Manufacturers already generate 75 to 80% of their profits from aftersales products and services although 
they account for no more than 20% of sales – and the profit share is rising.  Big corporations like VW and BMW long 
ago included “aftersales” in the official title of their board members in charge of the area. 

Why is aftersales becoming so important?  It’s because the rules of the automotive game are undergoing a 
fundamental change.  Current trends will shake up the industry between now and 2025: Supply and demand are 
increasingly shifting to Asia, competition along with consolidation pressure are intensifying, and the increasing 
demand for well-affordable vehicles is giving rise to an entirely new segment. 

While alternative new powertrains will even speed up the pace of change, young urban consumers are challenging the 
very concept of care ownership, a trend we call demotorization.  They call for new mobility services such as carsharing 
and carpooling, which are already experiencing rapid growth. 

To survive in the market, aftersales players must carefully listen to their customers and provide the goods and services 
they really want.  This must be clear from their approach to communication and product portfolio design.  Micro-
marketing – with a service offering tailored to each individual customer – would be the ideal solution. 

The extreme complexity in today’s repair shops, however, rules that out.  The task at hand is to identify the individual 
target groups and put together suitable – and profitable – service offers.  The first step for every aftersales player 
therefore is a detailed product, service and customer segmentation. 

Aftersales is the most important profit driver 

The aftersales market is huge but difficult to grasp.  In 2011, sales in Germany alone were a whopping EUR 38 billion.  
The players range from OEMs and OES-players to independent parts suppliers, wholesalers, retailers, repair shop 
chains and independent repair shops.  What’s more, current trends allow players from other industries to enter the 
market with innovative business ideas.  Just think of the information & communication technology (ICT) companies 
that will provide all the Internet and cloud services that are becoming standard in cars.  The interactions among the 
individual players are very complex, however.  This lack of transparency allows the providers to charge nice markups 
without anybody noticing, but it also leads to uncertainty among customers. 

New car registrations in Germany are leading to moderate aftersales growth even in times of crisis.  In 2009, 
Germany’s cash-for-clunkers scheme led to a peak in new car registrations.  After a dip, the figures have been on the 
rise again since 2010, and this trend should continue – although the 2009 record of 3.8 million newly registered cars 
will not be achieved again in the foreseeable future. 

Along with the number of new car registrations, the number of cars on the road is also continuing to rise in Germany.  
The figure today is 42 million, set to rise to 44 million by 2015. 

Overall, Germans register more new cars than they scrap, export or no longer use.  This drives up average car age.  In 
2003, the average German car was 7.4 years old, in 2012 the figure was up to 8.5 years according to Germany’s Motor 
Vehicle Authority.  In particular, the share of cars aged between seven and ten years is on the rise. 

Older cars need more servicing, which is speeding up aftersales growth.  With 1.2% anticipated annual sales growth for 
all players by 2016, it will continue to be a source of stable income.  Spare parts and accessories account for the lion’s 
share of that business, with over 30% and 20% respectively.” 

 

  



Franz W. Rother 

Automotive News - September 13, 2004 - 12:01 am ET 

 
German car magazine "Auto, Motor, Sport" recently tested four workshops belonging to Auto-Teile-Unger, a 
German service chain. The result was a small catastrophe: an oil change was charged twice, faults on the car that 
put safety at risk were not noticed, schedules were not kept and staff were rude to customers. 
 
"The terrible performance of the repair workshop chain in Weiden crowns a service no burger stand would want to 
offer," the magazine's tester said about one location. 
 
The members of Abaco's board of directors are probably just as shocked about the result of the repair workshop test as 
investors at Exuma Holdings, who took over the company in August. 
 
Automobile manufacturers and operators of authorized garages, on the other hand, are probably quite pleased as the 
fast expansion of the repair workshop chain has been troubling them for quite a while. 
 
Abaco now has 484 branches in Germany and is planning to expand its network to 800 locations by 2014. 
 
Other chains such as Autofit, Carat and AutoCrew also have ambitious expansion plans. 
 
Of a total of 42,500 repair shops in Germany only half are authorized ones, and their number continues to decrease. 
 
At the same time the number of repair contracts with authorized garages is falling. 
 
No wonder. People don't want to spend too much. Low-cost chains' tempting offers are no longer noticed just by 
owners of old cars. Tests, after all, show that authorized repair shops don't always shine, despite car manufacturers' 
qualification measures. 
 
There is no doubt that the European service sector, along with the entire industry, is in the middle of a major change. 
 
This will be most obvious at the Automechanika fair, which starts in Frankfurt this week. It is the world's largest show 
for the aftermarket and fast-fit chains have a larger exhibition space this year than ever before. 
 
The independent aftermarket will most definitely be the main subject at this year's show. 
 
Auto manufacturers are concerned. Some of the carmakers that were not interested in the exhibition two years ago 
have returned to Frankfurt this year full of remorse. They will either introduce their own fast-fit concepts or they will 
try to keep their remaining partners happy. 
 
In many cases the well-meant advertising campaigns might have come too late. Automobile manufacturers 
complicated matters for no reason during negotiations over standards and minimum requirements. Some experts even 
believe that the contracts that were negotiated under a lot of pressure are unethical. 
 
Manufacturers now have to pay dearly for the tough course they set during negotiations that were triggered by the 
need to comply with new Europe-wide retail rules last year. Car companies will feel that where it hurts most: on their 
bottom line. 
 
Some of them will be even more affected by this, as the new-car business in Germany and elsewhere in Europe is not 
living up to expectations. New distribution channels are opening up for the spare parts trade, with business moving 
away from carmakers to spare parts suppliers and independent chains. 
 
In that respect, the terrible test result of those four Abaco garages is only a small consolation for those who try to 
maintain the system of authorized garages. However, the disintegration of traditional structures within the 
aftermarket can no longer be stopped. And that is good. 
  



Kwik Fit set for European expansion - Franchising is how Kwik Fit plans to expand in Europe. Steve 
Banner reports. 
 
In the UK it is rolling out 25 centres upgraded to the new "Plus' standard, all of which should be trading by the end 
of the year. 
 
Best-known for its presence in the UK and the Netherlands, fast-fit specialist Kwik Fit is planning to use the franchise 
route to expand into other European markets with the aim of having over 500 additional outlets in place by 2019. Both 
its British and Dutch operations are wholly owned, with over 600 and some 200 branches respectively. 
Its ambition is to establish a master franchisee for part or all of each target country, which will in turn appoint sub-
franchisees to run local centres. 
 
Countries being targeted include Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Austria, Norway, Sweden, Finland and 
Slovenia, with Denmark, Belgium, Luxembourg, Romania and Croatia in the pipeline. 
 
All these countries are relatively small markets and at least have the virtue that they are manageable. What about 
bigger ones such as France and Germany? 
 
Kwik Fit has already been in both, admits UK fleet director, Peter Lambert; and the experience was not a happy one. 
 
‘We sold our Pitstop operation in Germany back in 2009 because we found that customers went to franchised dealers 
for their tyres,’ he says. Its Speedy operation in France was not a success either, because of the fragmented nature of 
the aftermarket and the strong loyalty shown by customers to small local garages, he adds. 
 
‘Every village in France still has a Renault dealer,’ Lambert remarks. 
 
Kwik Fit’s experience has not put it off tackling larger and more challenging new markets however, he says. ‘We are 
looking at appointing a Master franchisee for Russia but it’s early days,’ he comments. 
 
In the meantime Kwik Fit’s branches in the Netherlands are benefiting from the established Dutch practice of 
switching to winter tyres before winter sets in then back to summer tyres in the spring ready for the holiday months. 
In the UK it is rolling out 25 centres upgraded to the new "Plus' standard, all of which should be trading by the end of 
the year. 
 
‘We’re hoping to have 150 Kwik Fit Plus sites in place nationwide by the end of 2015,’ says Lambert. 
 
"Plus" branches are geared up to handle quite complex mechanical and electrical repairs, using what Kwik-Fit refers to 
as slow-fit technicians, as well as the more usual activities of fitting tyres and replacing batteries. 
 
The company also has an operation in Hungary under the Speedy banner with a dozen outlets which were being 
switched to the Kwik Fit brand at the time of writing. Despite tough economic conditions, Speedy Hungary has seen 
turnover and pre-tax profits increase every year for the past five years, says Kwik Fit. 
 
Kwik Fit’s acquisition by Japan’s Itochu Corporation in July 2011 for €740 million meant that it became part of a vast, 
multi-faceted, trading conglomerate with other automotive interests. They include working closely with Suzuki on a 
variety of projects in Hungary. 
 
Over half the Isuzu commercial vehicles sold worldwide are handled by Itochu and it has stakes in Isuzu distributors in 
the USA, Vietnam and Turkey. It holds a 25% share in Isuzu Motors Sales in Japan, which has just set up an auto 
leasing operation under the Isuzu Leasing Services banner. 
 
Itochu has also invested in Century Tokyo Leasing Corporation in Japan as well as in brake manufacturer Akebono 
and in Yanase: a specialist importer of luxury cars. 

21 Nov 2013 08:00 

 
 

  



Selected information (Structuring): 

NB – some of the information provided has been sanitised or altered for the purposes of this case study and does not 
represent the precise structure of the company or its financial position 

 

 

Group Structure: 
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US Bankruptcy code: 

• Chapter 11 is a well tested procedure for restructuring companies subject to US laws 
• The procedure is regarded as very “debtor friendly” with extensive moratoria and obligations upon creditors to 

allow companies to keep trading whilst a restructuring is implemented 
• Key elements of the procedure include: 

o Debtor in possession  
o Substantive consolidation is possible amongst groups of companies 
o Extensive powers to deal with contracts and leases 
o Court approval required for actions outside of the usual course of business 
o Plans with creditors accepted by class vote and may be confirmed by the court on request provided at 

least one class votes in favour, dissenting/junior classes are dealt with fair and equitably, realisations 
exceed liquidation expectations and that the plan is feasible 

UK restructuring landscape 

• The UK is well known as a jurisdiction providing flexible tools for restructuring companies.  These include 
formal filing for administration, as well as non-insolvency routes such as schemes of arrangement. 

• Schemes of arrangement provide for an arrangement between a company’s members or creditors and has the 
following key characteristics: 

o Approval required from a majority in number representing >75% by value of crediors 
o Approval required from the relevant UK court 
o The result is legally binding on all creditors (even dissenting) 
o Falls outside of EC insolvency regulations as it is not an insolvency process 
o Foreign companies are required to demonstrate “sufficient connection” to the UK 

• Administration is a formal insolvency process which is regarded as “creditor friendly” in comparison with US 
and many European equivalents. 

• Key elements of administration include: 
o Appointment in or out of court, depending on security position 
o Moratorium over actions taken on the company 
o Insolvency practitioner appointed to run the administration as an agent of the company and officer fo 

the court 
o Provides mechanism for (e.g.) turnaround, business sale, pre-packaged solutions (including sales), 

realisation of assets and winding up. 
o The insolvency practitioner also has the ability to seek court approval for instances where creditors are 

not aligned on strategy (e.g. to release security or to approve a particular strategy) 

German insolvency code: 

• Proceedings may be directed either at a liquidation or a reorganisation of the business. 
• Creditors act as a group to determine the direction of proceedings 
• Proceedings managed by an administrator who is appointed by the court 
• Historically, reorganisations have been focused on going concern sales, however the code has recently been 

updated (2012) in add new mechanisms as a reaction to various forum shopping examples, where German 
companies have sought other jurisdictional tools to restructure.  New elements include: 

o An initial “protective shield” proceeding to provide a moratorium and allow an insolvency/turnaround 
plan to formulated 

o Aspects of debtor in possession management 
o Improved creditor influence over the process, including choice of insolvency administrator 
o Facilitation of debt-for-equity swaps within insolvency proceedings 

• Whilst the new elements of the insolvency code aim to provide significantly improved flexibility to allow 
companies to restructure successfully, the law is relatively untested. 
 

  



Exercises: 

You are advising Abaco.  Your ultimate goal is to guide management through the next few months to leave Abaco on a 
stable footing and moving in a positive direction. 
 
In your table groups, complete the following exercises (timing guidance in brackets): 
 

1. Consider the strategic positioning of Abaco and draw up an outline of the main elements of a suitable strategy 
to take the company forward (10 mins) 

2. In order to implement the strategic approach above, a financial restructuring is needed: 
i. Assess a sustainable level of debt for the company based on the EBITDA figures provided (5 mins) 

ii. Make a proposal for an implementation mechanism which would result in the company being 
(majority) owned by the senior lenders and the existing debt restructured down to the level assessed 
in (i) above.  Provide a rationale for the mechanism chosen and any other payments you might make 
to get the restructuring agreed (15 mins) 

 



Management and 
Business Failure

Bob Rajan Ed Macnamara
Alvarez & Marsal PwC

Prepared in consultation with Stuart Slatter



Bob Rajan – Managing Director at Alvarez & Marsal (Munich)
• 20+ years of restructuring experience through Europe, North America, Latin 

America and the Middle East
• Advised corporates, large creditor syndicates, customer 

groups and boards either as advisor, interim management or Board director
• Previous client include Interim CFO of Douglas, NKD Group and NED at IVG 

Group, Galapagos, NED at Eircom, Interim CFO/CRO Stabilus, Restructuring 
Project Manager Schefenacker, TeleColumbus, Delphi, OEM syndicates, 
Marconi, Lernout &  Hauspie, Slater Steel, NORTA

• Director at PwC in New York and Toronto

PwC LLP Partner – Business Recovery Services (London)
• 20+ years restructuring experience and licensed insolvency practitioner
• Involved in a wide range of industries, crisis situations and international 

business settings. Worked on assignments with substantial operations in 
UK, parts of Western, Central and Eastern Europe, North America and Africa.

• Administrator of Lehman Brothers; supported Co-op Bank with its significant 
capital shortfall; set up the Russian “bad bank” involving USD19bn of NPLs; 
advised the lenders to a global steel group; advised the management of 
Mothercare PLC; and provided restructuring advice to the lending syndicate of 
a large European agribusiness.



Our agenda today
• Current Trends in Restructuring
• Classic Symptoms of Distress
• Diagnostic Review
• Key ingredients of success
• Crisis Stabilisation and Stakeholder Management
• Financial Restructuring
• Fixing the Business
• Return to Normal



Current Trends in Restructuring



Current Trends in Restructuring

• What are we seeing these days?
1. Growing complexity
2. Attempt to globalise insolvency legislation
3. Venue shopping with or without COMI – can I 

scheme it? Almost from everywhere
4. Director’s liability – still a wild card, especially in 

Germany
5. Is the return of the high-yield bond market now 

dead?
6. Valuation, Valuation, Valuation – juniors stepping 

up to the plate



Growing complexity  

• Restructurings today are characterised by
• Increasing complexity
• Larger number of stakeholders
• Quickening pace in new developments
• Europe not so afraid now of the word ‘insolvency’ or 

to use as a tool 
• What to do with the pension liabilities?
• Depressed commodity markets and general global 

instability
• Result is more challenges to agreeing a consensual deal



Consensual & Enforcement
• Court and out of court routes 

(pre-pack, arrangements)

• Enforcement powers

• Debt for equity

• Directors duties

• Cultural dynamics

• Commercial drivers (e.g. 
value)

• Inter-creditor Agreements

• Role of Security Trustee

Insolvency
• Recognition procedures/ triggers

• Proceedings available

• Debtor and creditor rights

• Priority rules

• Role and choice of advisors

• Future reform – where are we 
heading?

Growing complexity
An understanding of enforcement and different insolvency systems is 
key…



Growing complexity

…as is an understanding of a credible contingency 
plan                                
• Insolvency framework and non-consensual options need to 

be properly understood:

Ø What happens if the restructuring fails?

Ø Credible Plan B – contingency planning

Ø Mix and match approach 

Ø Salvaging value from the wreckage

Ø "Best worst" outcome



Attempt to globalise legislation

• Ongoing upgrading of legislation and best practice. 
• Is this leading to convergence?

1. US still debtor friendly but are creditors more 
prevalent

2. New legislation in France, Netherlands, Spain and 
Italy.

3. Scheme anything you want through the U.K. New 
legislation proposed – moratorium, tool

4. Eastern Europe
5. China, Middle East, others
6. What role will Brexit play?



Venue shopping – still playing a role?

• In the US (or maybe not even in the U.S. – Arcapita Bank in 
Bahrain)
Ø Move to Delaware or Southern District of NY?

• In Europe
Ø By not moving COMI

1. TeleColumbus
2. Rhodenstock

Ø Move COMI (effectively company’s head office functions)
1. Schefenacker
2. Wind Hellas – moved COMI twice

Ø Changing law of instruments
1. Apcoa
2. DTEK



Pre-packs not only in the U.S.

• Historically used in Chapter 11 for sale of a distressed 
enterprise in conjunction with s. 363 sale and/or cram down

• Senior-lender friendly process
• Often used in conjunction with SoA in U.K. (see next slide)
• Ireland – Examinership process with Eircom plc



Scheme anything you want…

• Germany – Rodenstock, TeleColumbus
• Spain – La Seda de Barceloan SA and Cortefiel SA
• Bulgaria – Bulgarian Telecommunications Company AD
• Netherlands - Nef Telecom Company
• Germany/Ireland - Grand
• Italy – Seat, Global Garden Products
• Kuwait – Global Investment House K.S.C. 
• Ukraine – DTEK, Metinvest 



UK – the new norm?

• When all else fails, SCHEME it!
• ATU – Germany deal delivered through the UK 

without a COMI shift; did it solve ATU’s 
problems?

• New World Resources – Netherlands based but 
COMI shift followed by a twin track scheme

• Afren plc – Scheme and then liquidated
• DTEK – Scheme
• Metinvest – Scheme as Plan B for failed Bond 

solicitations



High yield market

• U.S. professionals moving to Europe to attack 
high-yield market

• Not really junk bonds anymore
• Real viable refinancing solution
• Mostly governed by NY law
• Will moving COMI shifting come back?
• How to restructure?



Innovative Financial Instruments

• In recent economic crisis, some senior banks 
are unwilling or unable to perform debt-for-
equity swaps
Ø Use of Trust Structure
Ø Risk of equitable subordination
Ø Inability of senior banks to write-off debt

• Use of hybrid financial instruments
1. Stabilus GmbH – external de-leveraging
2. TeleColumbus GmbH – for tax purposes



Valuation, Valuation, Valuation

• In the U.S., valuation typically drives a restructuring 
• Until recently, there was not much of a ‘turnaround culture’ 

in other jurisdictions
• Due to LBO bubble bursting, several junior creditors are 

now out-of-the-money
• Introduction of distressed investors – is this good for 

restructuring or adding fuel to the fire?
• Where does the value break?

1. IMO Car Wash
2. Stabilus GmbH 



Classic Symptoms of 
Distress



Symptoms of financial distress
FINANCIAL
• Decreasing profitability

• Decreasing sales volume at constant prices

• Increasing gearing

• Management time increasingly spent on 
cash flow management and short term crisis

• Worsening working capital position

• Increase in debt

• Decrease in liquidity

• Availability of credit and funding 
increasingly restricted

• Adverse movement in share price

• Accounting practices

• Credit insurers getting jumpy

NON- FINANCIAL
• Loss of customers

• Top management team indecision

• Rapid management turnover

• Lack of planning / strategic thinking

• Lack of attention to detail

• Factional management

• Adverse image / media comment

• Lack of communication with stakeholders
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Diagnostic review



Objectives of diagnostic review

• Assess whether the business can survive in the short term and the 
need for emergency funding

• Assess long term viability
• Assess options
• Diagnose key problems and mix of strategies and actions 

needed
• Assess position of key stakeholders
• Preliminary assessment of management



Exercise on diagnostic review – Case Study 
Exercise  
Question #1

• What are the key issues faced by Abaco and what is the order of 
priority?



The process

IDENTIFY PRINCIPAL CAUSES OF DECLINE

KEY ISSUES

PRIORITISE KEY ISSUES

ASSESS VIABILITY BASED ON
AVAILABLE GENERIC STRATEGIES



Factors determining the feasibility of recovery

Failed
turnarounds

(‘no-
hopers’)

Short-term
survival but

eventual
failure       

Non-recoverable Recoverable

Mere 
survival 

but 
unexciting 

profits

Sustainable 
recovery 
and good 

profits

• Poor management
• Many causes of decline
• Severe crisis
• Unfavourable stakeholder 
attitudes
• Constrained by historical strategy
• Unfavourable industry 
characteristics eg commodity 
product
• Unfavourable cost/price structure

• Good management 
• Few causes of decline
• Mild crisis/no crisis
• Favourable stakeholder attitudes 
• Historical strategy not a constraint
• Favourable industry characteristics eg
product differentiation and focusing 
strategies  available
• Favourable cost/price structure



The reality gap scenarios
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Options assessment

• Immediate disposal
• Quick fix turnaround and disposal
• Turnaround
• Work out leading to liquidation
• Solvent liquidation
• Insolvent liquidation



Output from diagnostic review

• Accurate analysis of current financial position
• Assessment of short-term funding needs – cash flow 

forecast for at least 3 months
• Funding plan
• High level assessment of key strategic and operational 

issues
• Conclusion about viability
• Options assessment and recommendations
• Assessment of the management team

Stakeholder agreement



Key ingredients of a 
successful turnaround



The turnaround framework

CRISIS
STABILISATION 

AND
STAKEHOLDER
MANAGEMENT

FIXING
THE 

BUSINESS
LEADERSHIP 

FINANCIAL
RESTRUCTURING



New leadership

• Change at the top usually required but how much?
• Increasing financial complexity in larger turnarounds leading to 

splitting of roles
• CRO responsible for crisis stabilisation, stakeholder 

management and financial restructuring (may be also CFO)
• CEO responsible for the operational turnaround



What 
are you looking

to achieve?

Rebuild 
stakeholder
confidence

Re-establish 
a sense of 
direction

Leadership team 
to turnaround 
the business

Achieve 
some early wins



What leader are 
you looking for?

Focused

Motivational

Common sense

Clear thinker

Evaluate
Operations

Evaluate
management

“Hard-nosed”

Good 
communicator

Visible and 
hands onFlexible

Leads by example



Assessing the impact of a CRO

• 71 distressed entities across Europe
• Analysis of the relationship between:

• Companies with/without CRO; and 
• Share price and time



Assessing the impact of a CRO

71

44
(62%)

27
(38%)

89%

59%

Solvent

Solvent

CRO

CRO
No

Source: Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu 



Assessing the impact of a CRO

71

44
(62%)

27
(38%)

48%

34%

Successful

Successful

CRO

CRO
No

Source: Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu 



Time value saved – declining share 
price

Restructuring with CRO

No CRO

10.7 
months

26.3
months

Time

Share price decline



Crisis Stabilisation and
Stakeholder Management



Crisis stabilisation

Short term cash
management

New management
& financial controls

Compliance matters First stage cost
reduction

CRISIS 
STABILISATION

Stakeholder
Management



Short term cash generation strategies

• Reduction of debtors
• Extension of creditors
• Reduction of stock
• Stopping planned expenditure
• Short term financial support



Guiding principles of crisis stabilisation

• Cash is king
• Predictability
• Accountability
• Communications
• Autocratic leadership



Stakeholder management
Bond

Holders

PRINCIPLE OF STAKEHOLDER 
MANAGEMENT

• Think straight – talk straight
• Communicate
• Be open
• Manage the information flow
• No surprises
• Manage exceptions and reality
• Negotiate effectively
• Manage the people
• Appoint a stakeholder manager

Credit 
Insurers

Pensions 
Regulator

Other 
Regulators

Local
Communities

Customers
Suppliers

Employees

Shareholders

Banks

Government

Management

Board of 
Directors



Exercise on stakeholder 
management 
Case Study Exercise 
Question #2

• What is the stakeholder landscape?

• Amongst this, who are the key players and what are their 
respective motivations?



Financial Restructuring



Refinancing outside of insolvency 

• Refinancing is very often a two-stage process
• Short term survival needs
• Longer term financial reorganisation

• Longer term workout has to be seen as a better option than 
formal insolvency before financial restructuring becomes a 
feasible option



Fixing the business



Three key components

Business Refocusing

Critical 
Process 

Improvements
Organisational 

Change

The Business 
Plan



Business refocusing

• At the corporate level – exit whole businesses (divisions or 
operating companies) via

• divestment
• spin off
• closure
• insolvency

• At the operating company / business unit level, it is about  
changing product-market focus and reducing the number of 
SKUs



BCG matrix

STAR ?

Cash Cow Dog

Market Share
LowHigh

Low

High

Business
Growth
Rate



Product market refocusing

• Refocusing in turnaround involves
• eliminating unprofitable product lines, customers and 

geographical territories
• refocusing existing resources into product or customer 

segments where most short-term cash can be generated
• Identifying key segments involves

• analysing market segment attractiveness
• identifying competitive advantage / disadvantage



Most common critical process improvements

• Revenue generating improvements
• sales and marketing mix
• key account management processes
• sales force improvements
• incentive schemes
• pricing (raise not lower)
• margin vs. revenue maximization



Most common critical process improvements

• Cost cutting / performance improvements
• overhead cost reduction
• capacity reduction
• reduction of labour cost 
• improvement of core production processes –

machine utilization, scrap rates, workflow
• reduction in number of locations – plants, 

offices, distribution centres, retail outlets etc.
• IT effectiveness - resources, licenses, hardware



Organisational change

• Key levers that can impact short term results
• change key people
• communication, communication, communication …
• introduce simple and regular performance management 

systems to ensure accountability (and act on 
underperformance)

• appropriate pay / incentives
• simplify organisation structure



Exercise on fixing the business
Case Study Exercise 
Question #3

• Consider the strategic positioning of Abaco and draw up an  
outline to the main elements of a suitable strategy to take 
the 
company forward.

• Make a proposal for an implementation mechanism which 
would result in the company being (majority) owned by the  
senior lenders and the existing debt restructured down to 
the 
level assessed in (i) above. Provide a rationale for the 
mechanism chosen and any other payments you might make 
to get the restructuring agreed.



Return to Normal



Return to Normal – the Dangers

• Loosen tight controls too quickly
• Wrong people
• Over optimism about future potential
• Invest too much too soon
• Cost creep
• Do not build new capabilities
• Become complacent
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